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Where Does IU’s Energy Come From 

By: Josie Sparks 
Living in Bloomington Indiana, IU’s campus is our city, our home, and we have a 

connection to everything it has to offer, even as high school students. For many of us, 
we’ve grown up here, and if someone were to ask us any question about the athletics, 
the festivals, the variety of schools and specialties, or the downtown experience, we 
could answer them. We are indepthly connected to everything about the university… 
except where all the energy comes from. If I asked you what kept the Student Union 
warm in winter, what lit up the Sample Gates at night, or what gave you warm water to 
wash your hands at the football games, what would you say? Probably what you would 
say if I asked you about how this country gets its energy, and you’d most likely be right.  

Like the rest of this state, Indiana University’s energy comes mainly from coal. In 
2018, 69% of our states energy was derived from coal. Why? Historically, it has been 
cheaper than any other energy alternative. Last year, we came in second for coal 
consumption among the 50 states, directly behind Texas, a state 7 times as large as 
ours. If you have driven to Chicago before, you’ll remember the wind turbines in the 
fields in the northern part of the state. Wind power was only 5% of Indiana’s electricity 
source in 2018, while the combined production from solar, hydropower, and biomass 
clocked in at just a little more than 1%. (3) There are some efforts on campus to use 
solar energy, but is it enough?  

According to Matt Flaherty, that’d be a big fat NO. In his article, he gives the figure 
of just under “41 kilowatts of rooftop solar photovoltaic capacity”, which might sound like 
a lot, but it’s not. It’s only equal to about 5 or 6 houses with rooftop solar. In the city of 
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Bloomington, Flaherty points out, there are “single city blocks” that would generate more 
electricity that the whole of campus does. To add another stunning statistic, in 2017, 
businesses and building owners in Bloomington put in 25 the amount of “solar capacity” 
than IU currently has. Supporters of IU’s efforts point out that a university would not get 
the same tax credit from installing solar as home owners do, but there are alternatives to 
outright purchases that could be considered. (2) There is the suggestion of something 
called power purchase agreements, where “a private developer builds, runs and 
maintains a solar installation” and would take a 30% tax credit, offering the energy to the 
university at a lower cost. Other Midwest states like Ohio and Minnesota have already 
signed similar agreements, so why haven’t we? (4) Another argument is that there is not 
space on campus for new infrastructure. There are arguments that if we want to keep the 
green space we are known for on campus, we cannot “litter it with solar panels”. Our city 
seems to be more inclined to find ways around that argument. Just check out the solar 
panels that sit above the City Hall parking lot. (2)  

Let’s head over to the North side of campus, where the Central Heating Plant is 
located, within walking distance from the Memorial Stadium. This site is a combination of 
bad environmental practices and efforts of reducing IU’s carbon footprint. Over the years, 
the plant has updated from 100% coal to 95% natural gas, a small improvement to some, 
but an improvement nonetheless. The university purchases electricity from Duke Energy, 
but produces its own steam to heat the buildings on campus. But why are they 
renovating and not investing in Green Energy? It’s all about economics. Coal is cheap. 
Well, money cheap. Its cost on the environment is anything but low. You’d think for a 
university in an environmentally conscious town, with a large variety of environmentally 
linked degrees being offered at the O’Neill School of Public and Environmental Affairs 
(the largest school of its kind in the US), IU would have stepped up to the green 
challenge. In some ways, they have. 

On top of the power plant is something called a photobioreactor. That’s a 
mouthful, isn't it? It is a system of PVC pipes that houses algae floating in water. 
Emissions containing carbon and nitrogen will float in bubbles through the hydrologic 
system to feed the algae. The goal is to convert harmful emissions from the power plant 
into fertilizer. How? Think back to freshman year of High School, Biology class. It’s an 
easy answer to the question of global warming. Photosynthesis. This process, as you 
may remember, draws harmful chemicals out of the air to turn into food for plants and 
then stores the remainder in the soil for future use. (5) 

Where will the algae-fertilizer go? If you’ve ever walked around campus, you’ve 
seen, smelled, or stepped into one of the 200 flowerbeds that make this campus ranked 
as one of the most beautiful in the country. Other than saving almost $4000 in fertilizing 
costs- fertilizers that would have polluted our water ways-the system had returned almost 
200 lbs of carbon into the soil in its first year in service, growing another system that 



naturally combats climate change. Who’s paying? Surprisingly to me, Duke Energy. The 
company often bashed for their poor energy use and dirty coal operations gave IU 
$50,000 for the design and installation of this project. (5)  

The only thing is, it's not a very big step. Although all steps in the direction of 
green energy are positive ones, this situation can be compared to the solar panel 
dilemma. In a visit to IU this month, the Bloomington South AP Environmental Science 
students learned that, although an amazing effort in reducing emissions, in its current 
lifetime the system has only removed around 1 ton of carbon from their emissions. Out of 
thousands. So, even though the University is making steps in the right direction, it seems 
as if their portrayal of the green advances they are making is exaggerated. The reality is, 
where there are a lot of people, a massive amount of energy is used. With over 40,000 
students on campus every day-excluding faculty and local visitors- that is an immense 
amount of energy. The other part of the equation will always be money. As a university, 
IU is still a business, an organization made to earn money for profit. They will pick what 
is less costly to their bank account until prices change. And right now, coal is cheap, 
carbon is cheap, and renewables are not.  


